
CASPR is an innovative “no-touch” disinfection technology that utilizes
a Natural Catalytic Converter (NCC) to create gaseous Hydrogen
Peroxide out of your ambient air. Hydrogen Peroxide is nature’s natural
disinfectant and CASPR recreates that same organic process indoors
making it very effective against viruses, bacteria, mold, fungi, VOC’s
and even odors. 

CASPR CONTINUOUS AIR & SURFACE PATHOGEN REDUCTION

TO MAKE THE WORLD INDOORS A BETTER PLACE

CASPR units give us the opportunity to be combative from a
progressive approach, treating such dangerous viruses and bacteria on
the surfaces we touch and in the very air that we breathe.

By treating and destroying pathogens at
the cellular level on a continuous basis
CASPR eliminates the periodical
approach, human error and extra labor
needed to truly disinfect our indoor
environment. 
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Continuous vs periodical 
Active vs reactive 
Full-facility vs limited coverage 
Automated vs operator required 
Natural vs no chemicals 
Safe around people, plants, and pets 
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WHY CASPR?
CASPR Medik 14" MS2  Log Reduction

(Time Trial in Minutes)

30 min



CASPR BLU TILE units can be installed in any tiled ceiling and 
is suited for all indoor areas where people live or work. Once installed
and turned on, the soft blue glow lets you, your employees and your
customers know the CASPR BLU TILE is working to provide air and
surface protection throughout the entire building. These units are often
used in conjunction with CASPR PRO units to serve the entire facility. 

CASPR TRANSIT units have been specially designed for 
buses, trains, and other transportation vehicles. They are easy
to install, low-profile, silent, tamper resistant, and available in
both AC and DC power options. Once installed and turned on,
CASPR TRANSIT units provide continuous air and surface
protection for your entire vehicle and its passengers while in
use. 

CASPR COMPACT units are designed to be used in areas 
where more permanent installation is not an option. This unit
also displays the versatility of the CASPR Product line as a
solution to take with you where ever you may go. Equipped with
its own fan, this unit will provide the proper dose up to 1,500 sq.ft.
Once turned on, CASPR COMPACT units provide continuous air
and surface protection for your space. 
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CASPR TRANSIT

CASPR COMPACT
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CASPR DUCT-MOUNTED units are designed to be installed
inside your air ducts. These systems are available in multiple
sizes and can be combined to provide the proper dose of
oxidizers for your space while optimizing the cost per square
foot. Once installed and turned on, CASPR duct-mounted units
provide continuous, automated air and surface protection for
your entire facility. 

CASPR DUCT-MOUNTED


